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This paper is concerned with two partial difference equations of the form
A q A y A q P A s 0mq 1, n m , nq1 m , n m , n myk , ny l
and
u
A q A y A q P m , n f A s 0 .  .mq 1, n m , nq1 m , n i i myk , ny li i
is1
respectively. We obtain sufficient conditions for the oscillation of all solutions of
these equations. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Partial difference equations are difference equations that involve func-
tions of two or more independent integral variables. Such equations arise
from considerations of random walk problems, molecular structure prob-
w x w xlems 2 , and numerical difference approximation problems 1 .
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In this paper, we first consider a linear partial difference equation
A q A y A q P A s 0, 1.1 .mq 1, n m , nq1 m , n m , n myk , nyl
where P ) 0 on N 2 and k, l g N . The notation N is used to denotem , n 0 0 i
 4 w xthe ray i, i q 1, . . . of integers. This equation has been investigated in 3
w xand 4 . Here we will derive oscillation criteria based on different princi-
ples.
We then consider a nonlinear partial difference equation
u
A q A y A q P m , n f A s 0 1.2 .  . .mq 1, n m , nq1 m , n i i myk , nyli i
is1
 . 2where for each i s 1, 2, . . . , u, P m, n ) 0 on N ; k , l g N ; and f is ai 0 i i 0 i
 .real-valued continuous function satisfying xf x ) 0 for x / 0.i
w xAs seen in 3 , existence and uniqueness of solutions of both equations
 .are easily formulated and proved by induction. Here, a solution of 1.1 is a
 4double sequence A defined for i G yk and j G yl which satisfies thei, j
 .  .  4relation 1.1 , while a solution of 1.2 is a double sequence A definedi, j
 4  4  .for i G min yk , . . . , yk and j G min yl , . . . , yl that satisfies 1.2 .1 u 1 u
 4A solution A is said to be eventually positive if A ) 0 for all large ii, j i, j
and j, and eventually negative if A - 0 for all large i and j. It is said toi, j
be oscillatory if it is neither eventually positive nor eventually negative.
 .2. OSCILLATION OF 1.1
w xWe first recall an elementary result of 3 regarding the monotonicity of
 .an eventually positive solution of 1.1 .
 4  .LEMMA 2.1. Let A be an e¨entually positi¨ e solution of 1.1 orm , n
 .  41.2 . Then A is strictly decreasing in m and n e¨entually.m , n
Define a subset of the positive reals as follows:
 4E s l ) 0 ¬ 1 y lP ) 0 eventually ,m , n
 4  .where P is the coefficient sequence of 1.1 . Given an eventuallym , n
 4  .positive solution A s A of 1.1 , we also define a subset S of them , n
positive reals as follows:
S A s l ) 0 ¬ A q A y 1 y lP A F 0, eventually . 4 .  .mq 1, n m , nq1 m , n m , n
 .Note that if l g S A , then since
0 - A q A F 1 y P A , .mq 1, n m , nq1 m , n m , n
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 .we see that l g E. In other words, S A is a subset of E. Note further
that if we assume that
lim sup P ) 0,m , n
m , nª`
then E is bounded.
 4THEOREM 2.1. Assume that h s min k, l ) 0, lim sup P ) 0m , nª` m , n
and
1rhmy1 ny1
sup l 1 y lP - 1. 2.1 . .  i , j 5
ismyk jsnyllgE , mGM , nGN
 .for some positi¨ e integers M and N. Then e¨ery solution of 1.1 is oscillatory.
 4Proof. Suppose to the contrary that A is an eventually positivem , n
 .solution of 1.1 . By means of Lemma 2.1, we see that
A q A y A q P Amq 1, n m , nq1 m , n m , n m , n
F A q A y A q P Amq 1, n m , nq1 m , n m , n myk , nyl
for all large i and j, which implies that
0 - A q A F 1 y P A .mq 1, n m , nq1 m , n m , n
 .eventually. This shows that the set S A is nonempty and contains the
 .number 1. Let m g S A , then
A F 1 y mP A .mq 1, n m , n m , n
and
A F 1 y mP A .m , nq1 m , n m , n
for all large m and n. Therefore
A F 1 y mP A , A F 1 y mP A , . . . , .  .m , n my1, n my1, n my1, n my2, n my2, n
A F 1 y mP A , .my kq1, n myk , n myk , n
so that
my1
A F 1 y mP A 2.2 .  .m , n i , n myk , n
ismyk
and
my1
A F 1 y mP A , 0 F j F l. 2.3 . .m , nyj i , nyj myk , nyj
ismyk
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But then
ny1 my1
l lA F A A ??? A F 1 y mP A . . m , n m , ny1 m , ny2 m , nyl i , j myk , nyl
jsnyl ismyk
2.4 .
Similarly, we may show by symmetric arguments that
ny1
A F 1 y mP A , 0 F i F k , 2.5 . .my i , n myi , j myi , nyl
jsnyl
and
my1 ny1
k kA F 1 y mP A . 2.6 . . m , n i , j myk , nyl
ismyk jsnyl
 .  .Combining 2.4 and 2.6 , we see that
1rhmy1 ny1
A F 1 y mP A . 2.7 . . m , n i , j myk , nyl 5
ismyk jsnyl
 .  .Substituting the above inequality 2.7 into 1.1 , we obtain
y1rhmy1 ny1
A q A y 1 y P 1 y mP A . mq 1, n m , nq1 m , n i , j m , n 5 /ismyk jsnyl
F 0.
and hence
A q Amq 1, n m , nq1
y11rhmy1 ny1
y 1 y P sup 1 y mP A F 0. . m , n i , j m , n 5 5 0ismyk jsnylmGM , nGN
It follows that
y11rhmy1 ny1
sup 1 y mP g S A . . .  i , j 5 5ismyk jsnylmGM , nGN
 .On the other hand, the condition 2.1 implies the existence of a number
 .b g 0, 1 such that
1rhmy1 ny1
sup l 1 y lP F b - 1. .  i , j 5
ismyk jsnyllgE , mGM , nGN
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Thus,
y11rhmy1 ny1 m
sup 1 y mP G , .  i , j 5 5 bismyk jsnylmGM , nGN
 . r  .so that mrb g S A . By induction, it is easily seen that mrb g S A for
 .r s 1, 2, . . . . But this shows that S A is unbounded. However, recall that
 .S A is a subset of E which is bounded in view of the assumption that
lim sup P ) 0. A contradicts is obtained. The proof is complete.m , nª` m , n
Note that
my1 ny1 my1 ny1
kl y l P s 1 y lP .   i , j i , j
ismyk jsnyl ismyk jsnyl
 .1r k lmy1 ny1
G kl 1 y lP , .  i , j 5
ismyk jsnyl
which implies
a 1rhmy1 ny1 my1 ny1l
1 y P G 1 y lP , 2.8 . .   i , j i , j 5 5kl ismyk jsnylismyk jsnyl
 4  4where a s max k, l and h s min k, l . The following corollary of Theo-
rem 2.1 now follows.
 4COROLLARY 2.1. Assume that h s min k, l ) 0, and that
my1 ny1 a1 a
lim inf P ) , 2.9 .  i , j 1qa 5klm , nª` 1 q a .ismyk jsnyl
 4  .where a s max k, l . Then e¨ery solution of 1.1 is oscillatory.
 .  .Proof. It suffices to show that 2.1 in Theorem 2.1 holds. Let g l s
 .al 1 y cl , for l ) 0, where c ) 0. Then it is not difficult to show that
a a
max g l s . . 1qa
l)0 c 1 q a .
Hence letting
my1 ny11
c s P ,  i , jkl ismyk jsnyl
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 .we see from 2.8 that
y1a my1 ny1a 1
P  i , j1qa  5kl1 q a . ismyk jsnyl
my1 ny1l
G g l s l 1 y P .   i , j 5kl ismyk jsnyl
1rhmy1 ny1
G l 1 y lP . .  i , j 5
ismyk jsnyl
By taking lower limits on both sides of the above inequalities, we may then
 .  .infer from 2.9 that 2.1 holds. The proof is complete.
w xWe remark that it is shown in 3 that if
my1 ny1 v1 v
lim inf P ) , 2.10 .  i , j  .1qv 5klm , nª` 1 q v .ismyk jsnyl
 .  .where v s 2klr k q l , then every solution of 1.1 is oscillatory. Since
 .  .a G v, condition 2.9 is an improvement of 2.10 . As an example,
consider the partial difference equation
A q A y A q P A s 0,mq 1, n m , nq1 m , n m , n my2, ny1
where
yn  .ny1 y nq11 1 1
P s 10 q 2 10 q y 10 q .m , n  5 /  /  /n y 1 n n q 1
3Then v s ,4
a a v v
f 0.148, f 0.203,1qa 1qv1 q a 1 q v .  .
and lim P s 0.19. By means of Corollary 2.1, we see that everym , nª` m , n
solution of this equation is oscillatory. It is interesting to note, however,
 .  4that condition 2.10 is not satisfied and that the sequence A definedm , n
by
yn1m
A s y1 10 q .m , n  /n
is an oscillatory solution of this equation.
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By modifying the proof of Theorem 2.1, a variant is easily derived as
follows.
 4THEOREM 2.2. Assume that min k, l ) 0, that lim sup P ) 0,m , nª` m , n
and that
my1 ny1
sup l 1 y lP 1 y lP - 1 2.11 .  . . i , n myk , j
ismyk jsnyllgE , mGM , nGN
 .for some positi¨ e integers M and N. Then e¨ery solution of 1.1 is oscillatory.
 .  .As in the proof of Theorem 2.1, 2.2 and 2.5 hold so that
my1 ny1
A F 1 y mP 1 y mP A . .  . m , n i , n myk , j myk , nyl
ismyk jsnyl
 .Substituting this inequality into 1.1 and then proceeding as in the Proof
r  .of Theorem 2.1, we will see that mrb g S A for r s 1, 2, . . . , where
 .  .b g 0, 1 . This is contrary to the boundedness of S A as before.
As an example, note that if k, l ) 0 and
kq lk q l .
P G q )m , n kqlq1k q l q 1 .
for all large m and n, then
my1 ny1
sup l 1 y lP 1 y lP .  . i , n myk , j
ismyk jsnyllgE , mGM , nGN
kq l kqlF sup l 1 y lq F max l 1 y lq .  .
0-l-1rqlgE
kq lk q l .
s - 1.1qkqlq 1 q k q l .
Thus the assumptions of Theorem 2.2 are satisfied and every solution of
 .1.1 is oscillatory.
THEOREM 2.3. Assume that k ) l ) 0, that lim sup P ) 0, andm , nª` m , n
that
l myly1
ylsup l2 1 y lP 1 y lP - 1. .  . my i , nyi j , nyl
is1 jsmyklgE , mGM , nGN
2.12 .
 .Then e¨ery solution of 1.1 oscillates.
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 4Proof. Suppose to the contrary that A is an eventually positivem , n
 .  .solution of 1.1 . As in the proof of Theorem 2.2, S A is nonempty. Let
m g S, then
2 A F A q A F 1 y mP A , .m , n m , ny1 my1, n my1, ny1 my1, ny1
and
A F 1 y mP A .mq 1, n m , n m , n
for all large m and n. Hence we see that
l1
A F 1 y mP A .m , n myi , nyi myl , nyll2 is1
and
A F 1 y mP A .my l , nyl myly1, nyl myly1, nyl
F 1 y mP 1 y mP A F ??? .  .my ly1, nyl myly2, nyl myly2, nyl
myly1
F 1 y mP A . . i , nyl myk , nyl
ismyk
Combining the above two inequalities, we see that
y1l myly1
lA G 2 1 y mP 1 y mP A . .  . my k , nyl myi , nyi i , nyl m , n 5
is1 ismyk
 .Substituting this inequality into 1.1 and then proceeding as in the Proof
 .of Theorem 2.1, we may see that there exists a number b g 0, 1 such that
r  .mrb g S A for r s 1, 2, . . . . This is contrary to the boundedness of the
 .set S A . The proof is complete.
We remark that if the condition k ) l ) 0 is changed to l G k ) 0 then
the conclusions of the above result is still valid, provided that we change
 .the condition 2.12 to
k nyk
yksup l2 1 y lP 1 y lP F 1. .  . my i , nyi myk , j
is1 jsnyllgE , mGM , nGN
2.13 .
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As a corollary of the above theorem, if we assume that
a a
yh  4  4lim inf P s P ) 2 , h s min k , l , a s max k , l ,m , n 1qam , nª` 1 q a .
 .then every solution of 1.1 is oscillatory. In fact, since
a aayhmax 2 l 1 y lP s - 1, . 1qahl)0 P2 1 q a .
 .  .either 2.12 or 2.13 will be satisfied for sufficiently large M and N.
As an example, consider the equation
35
A q A y A q A s 0.mq 1, n m , nq1 m , n my2, ny1324
Since a s 2, h s 1, and
35 1 22 2
P s ) s ,1q2324 2 271 q 2 .
thus every solution of this equation is oscillatory. The same conclusions,
however, cannot be concluded from Corollary 2.1.
 4We have assumed that min k, l ) 0 in the above discussions. Next, we
deal with the case when one of the integers k and l is zero. We will restrict
our attention to the case when k ) 0 and l s 0. The case where k s l s 0
w xhas already been discussed in 3 .
THEOREM 2.4. Assume that lim sup P ) 0. Assume further thatm , nª` m , n
l s 0 and k ) 0 and
my1
sup l 1 y lP - 1 . i , n
ismyklgE , mGM , nGN
 .for some positi¨ e integers M and N. Then e¨ery solution of 1.1 oscillates.
We proceed as in the proof of Theorem 2.1, but instead of substituting
 .  .  .  .2.7 into 1.1 , we substitute 2.2 into 1.1 and obtain a contradiction.
As a corollary, we see that if k ) 0 and l s 0, and if
my1 k1 k
lim inf P ) , i , n 1qkkm , nª` 1 q k .ismyk
 .then every solution of 1.1 is oscillatory. This corollary has also been
w xobtained in 3 .
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 .3. OSCILLATION OF 1.2
w xWe first recall a useful result in 3 which is a discrete analog of Green's
formula.
 4LEMMA 3.1. Let A be a real double sequence, thenm , n
m n
A q A y A .  iq1, j i , jq1 i , j
ismyk jsnyl
mq1 n m
s A q A y A q A .  i , j i , nq1 myk , nyl mq1, nyl
ismykq1 jsnylq1 ismyk
 .THEOREM 3.1. E¨ery solution of 1.2 is oscillatory pro¨ided that the
following conditions hold:
 .i for 1 F i F u,
f x .i
lim inf s S g 0, ` , .ixxª0
 .ii for 1 F i F u,
lim inf P m , n s p ) 0, .i i
m , nª`
 .iii for 1 F i F u, f is nondecreasing, andi
 .iv for 1 F i F u,
h q1iu h q 1 .im i  42 S p ) 1, where h s min k , l . i i i i ih ihiis1
 4Proof. Suppose to the contrary that A is an eventually positivem , n
 .solution of 1.2 . By Lemma 2.1, lim A s z G 0. We assert thatm , nª` m , n
 .z s 0. Otherwise, if z ) 0, then by taking limits on both sides of 1.2 we
would have
u
0 G z q p f z ) 0, . i i
is1
which is a contradiction.
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 .In view of 1.2 , we have
2 Amq 1, nq1 y 1
Am , n
A q Am , nq1 mq1, n
- y 1
Am , n
u uf A f A .  .i myk , nyl i myh , nyhi i is y P m , n - y P m , n .  . i iA Am , n m , nis1 is1
u f A A A .i myh , nyh myh , nyh my1, ny1i i i is y P m , n ??? . i A A Amy h , nyh myh q1, nyh q1 m , nis1 i i i i
hu if A A .i myh , nyh myj , nyji is y P m , n . i A Ajs1my h , nyh myjq1, nyjq1is1 i i
for all large m and n. Letting
Am , n
a s ,m , n Amq 1, nq1
we see that a ) 1 for all large m and n, andm , n
hu if A2  .i myh , nyhi iq P m , n a - 1. 3.1 .  . i myj , nyja A js1m , n myh , nyhis1 i i
 4  4If a is unbounded, there would exist a subsequence a suchm , n m , ns t
 .that lim sup a s `. But then in view of the assumptions is, t ª` m y1, n y1s t
 .and ii , the left-hand side of the above inequality will not be bounded
 4above. This contradiction shows that a is bounded above. We now letm , n
w .  .j s lim sup a . Then j g 1, ` . Furthermore, from 3.1 , we seem , nª` m , n
that
u2
h iF 1 y p j S , i ij is1
which implies j ) 2 and
u h q1ij
p S F 1. i i l y 2is1
Note that
h q1h q1 iij h q 1 .ih imin s 2 ,
h ij y 2 hj)2 i
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thus we have
h q1iu h q 1 .ih ip S 2 F 1, i i h ihiis1
 .which is contrary to assumption iv . The proof is complete.
As an example, consider the difference equation
3n q 2 n y 1 .  .
A q A y A qmq 1, n m , nq1 m , n 2n n q 1 n y 2n q 2 .  .
= 1 q A2 A s 0. .my 2, ny1 my2, ny1
In view of Theorem 3.1, we see that every solution of this equation is
 .m 4oscillatory. Note also that the sequence y1 rn is an oscillatory solu-
tion.
 .THEOREM 3.2. E¨ery solution of 1.2 is oscillatory pro¨ided that the
following conditions hold:
 .i for 1 F i F u,
f x .i
lim inf s S g 0, ` ; .ixxª0
 .ii for 1 F i F u, f is nondecreasing; andi
 .iii for 1 F i F u,
mqk nqlu 0 0
lim sup S P i , j ) 1, .  t t
m , nª` ts1 ism jsn
 4  4where k s min k , k , . . . , k and l s min l , l , . . . , l .0 1 2 u 0 1 2 u
 4Proof. Suppose on the contrary that A is an eventually positivem , n
 .solution of 1.2 . Then, as seen in the Proof of Theorem 3.1, we have
 .lim A s 0. Summing 1.2 , we obtainm , nª` m , n
mqk nql0 0
A q A y A .  iq1, j i , jq1 i , j
ism jsn
mqk nql u0 0
q P i , j f A s 0. .  .   t t iyk , jylt t
ism jsn ts1
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so that by means of Lemma 3.1,
mqk nql u0 0
A G P i , j f A . .  .  m , n t t iyk , jylt t
ism jsn ts1
Since f is monotone, we see further thati
mqk nql u0 0
A G P i , j f A .  .  m , n t t m , n
ism jsn ts1
or
mqk nql u0 0 f A .t m , n
P i , j F 1. .   t Am , nism jsn ts1
 .But this is contrary to our assumption iii . The proof is complete.
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